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ON AN H. PLANAR-GEODESIC OOAAESPONDENCE IN
A· KABRLBlUAN MANIFOLD .

BY SANG-SEup RUM

§D. futrOdactioB.

Recently, Y. Tashiro [2] has introduced and investigated H. planar cur
ves and a cotr~ondence along H. planar curves between two <;?-connections,
where a q>-connection m~ans a sytnmetricn affie connection with respect to
which the Kaehleri.a.n stQctUre is covariantly constant in a Kaeblerian mani
fold. He has defined the holomorphically flat correspondence between two
qroonnections in a KaehleriaJ) manifold if it carries H. planar curves to H.
planar ClPVes.Moreover he .~ proved that a Kadllerian manifold rel8.ted
to a locally Eudideaa space under a holomQrphically fiat corresponden~e is
of consta4t holomorphioally sectional curvature and vice-versa..

In the present paper we considet a ~-connection along a curve ip. a
Kaehlerian manifold and we introduce a· correspondence such that an H.
planar curve with respect to the q:>-connection is always a geodesic with
respect to the Levi-£ivita. oonneetion.. The purpose of the present paper is
to prove that the Bochner curvature tensor in a Kaehlerian manifold is invariant
under above correspondence.

§1. Pi:'eJ.im.iD.aries.

Let M be a 2a-dimensioD1,l1 (~s;2) Kaehlerian manifold with a Kaehlerian
structure l/Jji and metric tensor gji. A symtnetricconnection Fjt is called a
lp-connection [3J if P/lPji=O, where Pi indicates the covariant differentia
tion with respect to Fjt. We shall de~ote the curvature tensor, the Ricci
tensor and the scalar curvature formed with Fjih by Kijt, Kji and K respe
ctively. In a Kaehlerian manifold M, the following identities are satisfied:

(1.1) Kkjlq;/'-=Kiithlpl,

(1.2) lpfKti+q:>IKtj=O.

In the ·pI'tlSel).t paper, we assume that there is a Il'-cono.ection Fjt in a
Kaehlerian manifold M and we shall denote the curvature tensor and the
Riccitens()r of the Levi-Civita connection 'rit formed with g ii by 'Kiiih.
and 'Kii respectively. We shall also denote the covariant differentiation with,
respect to ' r i l by '17i-
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(1. 6)

In a Kaehlerian manifold M, a curve at=:Jf (t) defined by

(1.3) d 2xA +r.ft hi d:J! -a dxA = (.I. A dxj

dt2 J" dt, dt dt tJ lPJ dt

is, by definition, a holomorphically plaaar curve or an H. planar curve with
respect to F i /" where a and 13 are certain functions of t.

Denoting the left-member of (1.3) by 7/', we rewrite (1.3) as 7/'=f3.tp!~j,

where ~i= d;/ ' from which f,=-tpnuft;l, where q)u=tpJigjle- Denoting tpikrl

=2qk, we have 13.......:. -2q~k. Thus (1.3) is rewritten as

(1.3)' a;; +rift;it;i=a·~- (tp!qi+lfJtqj)t;it;i.

On the other hand a cur've :Jf=:Jf(t) defined by

(1. 4) t1J: +'rj/,~jt;i=rt;h

is, by definition, a geodesic with respect to'r jt in the Kachlesian manifold
M, where r is a certain function of t.

In a KaehIerian manifold admitting two tp-connections, if any H. planar
-curve with respect to one of the connection is always a geodesic with respect
to the other connection, we say this correspondence between- given two
-connections an H. planar-geodesic, correspondence.

By standard arguments, it follows frOD;!. (1. 3)' and (1. 4) that an H. pla
nar-geodesic correspoodence is expressed by the relation:

(1. p) ,rit= rj/,+ (Pj+cqi)O/'+ (Pi+cq.)O!+qjlP/'+q.-tpjh,

where Pi is a gradient vector, qj=lP!qt, qt being the, covector defined In

(1.3)' and c=-1/(2n+1).
Then the curvature tensors are'related to each other by

'Kki/' = K/ej/'-Oknpji+O!Pki+o/' (Pkj-Pj..>

where we have put

(1.7) Pji=17jP.-PjPi- (q/h+q.p;) +c17A.-:,--c(piii+Piqj)

+ (2c-1)qjqi- c2qiii.

where Pj=tp/Pt and

(1.8)
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§2. An H. planar-geodesic correspondence in a Kaeh1erian mani
fold.

In this sectinn, we consider an H. planar-geodesic correspondence defined
in the previous section.

Substituting (1.5) into 'f7vPji=O and takin~ account of the fact that the
connection r it also a q/-connection, we have

(2. 1) [h- (l-c)qj]oi-[pj- (l-c)Qj]q/i=O.

Contracting with respect to i and k in (2. 1), we obain

(2.2)

from which

(2.3)

Taking account of (2. 2), (2. 3) and (1. 7), we obtain

(2.4}

Substituting (2. 2) into (1. 7), we obtain

(2. 5)

Taking account of (2. 5), (1. 7) and (1. 8), we easily obtain

(2.6)

On the other hand, contracting with respect to hand k In (1. 6) and
taking account of (2. 4) and (2. 6) , we have

(2.7) 'Kii= K ji-2nPji+q//Qti+q/fQti'

Since both of the connections r jih and ' r it are q/-connections, both of
,K ji and K ji satisfy the relation (1.2). '

Substituting (2. 7) into (1. 2) and taking account of the fact that stated
above and (2. 6), we obtain

(2.8)

proveded that n::::::2.
Taking account of (2.8) and (2.6), (2.7) is rewritten as

(2.9)

§3. Properties of an H. planar-geodesic correspondence in a
Kaehlerian manifold.

A 2n-dimensional Riemannian manifold'M with the metric tensor g ji, the
curvature tensor ' Kki', the Ricci tensor 'K ji and the scalar curvature 'K
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satis~g the relation:

(3.0) ,Kjj /,+ 2n~2 ('KufJ/,-:-'KJthi'+/nlK!-glKi')

'K .
- (2n-l) (2n-2) (glo.o/'-gj';3/') =0,

where'K!='KjigiA, is called oonfonnany flat.
Let a Kaehleri,an manifold M with the curvature tensor Kjil', the Ricci

tensor K j ; and the scalar ClJr\tature K be related. locally to a conformally flat
spa~e under an H. planar-geodesic correspond~ce. In this case, substituting
(1.6) and (2.9) into (3. 0), taking account of (2.4), (2. 6) and (2.8),
and contracting with respect to hand k in it, we easily obtain Pji=O, from
which Qii=O with the help of (2.6). Therefore we find that

'Kljt= K"Jf, 'Kj ;= Kji, 'K=K.

Thus we ha'Ve the following

THEOREM 1. A Ka~klerian manifold of dimension > 4 related locally to f!

conformally flat space under an H. planar-geodesic correspondence is also con
formally flat.

Next, we investigate that whet;4ere or no a Kaehlerian manifold can be
related lacally to a projectiveIy· flat space under an H. planar-geodesic corres
pondence.

If a 2n-dimensional Riemannian manifold 'M with the curvature tensor
,K1jt and the Ricci tenSor'K ji satisfy the relation: .

(3.1) 'Kkjt+ 2n~1 ('Kjio}-'KjiOkA) =0,

then 'M is called projectively flat.
Let a Kaehlerian manifold M with the curvature tensor Kkit and .the

Ricci tensor Kji be related locally to a projectively flat space under an H.
planar-geodesic correspondence. In this case, substituting (1.6) and (2.9),
into (3. 1) and taking account of (2. 4) and (2. 8), we obtain

(3.2) Kkjt-2n~1 iJg't(Kji-3Pji)+ 2n~1 O/'(Kki--3Pki)

-qyk"Qji+'Pj"Qkf.+2qy/,Qkj=O.

Substituting (3. 2) into (1. 1) and taking account of (2. 6), we obtain.

(3.3) 2n~1 [q;ilt(Kji-3Pji) -rp/,(Kli-3Pji)]-ol'Qji+O/'Qji

= 2n~1 [o,/'(Kjt-3Pjt)qy/-iJ/,(Klt-3Pkt)q;tJ+wl'Pjt-qy/'Pjio
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Contracting with respect to hand k in (3. 3) and taking account of (1. 2)
mld (2. 6), we find

(3.4) qJ/Kti=2(n+l)Qji.

Substituting (3. 4) into the first equation of (2. 6), we find

(3.5) K ji=2(n+l)Pji.

Substituting (3.5) into (2.9), we find 'Kji=O, from which 'Kkjf=O
hecause of (3. 1). Thus we have the following

THEOREM 2. A Kaehlerian manifold of dimension ~4 cannot be related
locally to a projectively flat space under an H. planar-geodesic correspondence.

It is well known that an n (>1) -dimensional Riemaunian manifold 'M is
projectively flat if 'M is of constant sectional .curvature and vice-versa.

Taking account of above fact we have the following

CoROLLARY. A Kaehlerian manifold of difJUJnsion :2::4 cannot be related
locally to a space of constant sectional curvature 'k(*O) under an H. planar
-geodesic correspondence.

Substituting (2.4) and (2. 8) into (1. 6), .we see that the curvature tensors
are related to each other by

(3.6) 'Kkjih= Kkjik-glkPji+gjkPki-(jJkkQji+qJjkQki+2qJikQkj.

under an H. planar-geodesic correspondence.

From (3. 6) and the well known fact :

we find with the help of (2. 6)

(3.7)

where we have put a=p/=ptigit.

Substituting (3.7) into (3. 6), we have

(3.8) 'Kkjih=Kkjih- ~ (glkKji-gjlJIki+qJlt1!Pji-qJjkqJE;-2qJkjPih)·

Thus we have the following [2J

THEoREM. 3. A Kaeklerian manifold of dimension ~4 related locally to a
Euclidean space under an H. planar-geodesic correspotulent:e is locally Fubi

nian.
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§ 4:. A characterization of the Boehner cunature tensor.

We now consider the so-called Bochner cu~ature tensor [4J de:6nd by

(4.1) Bkjik= Kkjik+gMLji-gjkLki+gj;Lkk-gltiLjk+<PkkMji-PjkMki
+pjiMkk-<PkjMjk-2 (PikMkj+PjjMih) ,

where

(4.2)

(4.3) Mji=-Ljtcp!.

Substituting (3. 7) into (2. 8), the Ricei tensor and the scalar curvature
are related to each other by

(4.4) 'Kji=Kji-l(n+1)agji,
n

(4.5) 'K=K-2(n+1)a,

under an H. planar-geodesic correspondence.

Taking account of (4.4) and (4.5), we find that the tensors defind by
(4.2) and (4.3) are related to each other by

(4.7) 'Mji=Mji+ ::n <Pji,

under an H. planar-geodesic correspondence.

Substituting (3.8), (4.6) and (4.7) into (4.1), we fuld that

'Bkjik= Bkjik>

where 'Bk;;k is the Bochner curvature tensor formed with the connection
'rjf.

Thus we have the following

THEOREM 4. The Bochner curvature tensor is invariant under an H. planar- .
geodesic correspontlence in a Kaehlerian manifold.
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